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Founding Fathers and Natural History: 































Finally, there seem to be but three Ways for 
a Nation to acquire Wealth. The first is by War 
as the Romans did in plundering their 
conquered Neighbours. This is Robbery. The 
second by Commerce which is generally 
Cheating. The third by Agriculture the only 
honest Way; wherein Man receives a real 
Increase of the Seed thrown into the Ground, in 
a kind of continual Miracle wrought by the 
Hand of God in his Favour, as a Reward for his 














Those who labour in the earth are the chosen 
people of God, if ever he had a chosen people, 
whose breasts he has made his peculiar deposit 
for substantial and genuine virtue. It is the 
focus in which he keeps alive that sacred fire, １富山大学人間発達科学部 
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which otherwise might escape from the face of 
the earth. Corruption of morals in the mass of 
cultivators is a phænomenon of which no age 
nor nation has furnished an example. It is the 
mark set on those, who not looking up to heaven, 
to their own soil and industry, as does the 
husbandman, for their subsistence, depend for 
it on casualties and caprice of customers. 
Dependance begets subservience and venality, 
suffocates the germ of virtue, and prepares fit 
tools for the designs of ambition. This, the 
natural progress and consequence of the arts, 
has sometimes perhaps been retarded by 
accidental circumstances: but, generally 
speaking the proportion which the aggregate of 
the other classes of citizens bears in any state to 
that of its husbandmen, is the proportion of its 
unsound to its healthy parts, and is a good 
enough barometer whereby to measure its 

















































































1791 年 6 月４日にバーモント（Vermont）にあるベ
ニントン（Bennington）に到着する。バーモント州






























Though large countries within our Union are 
covered with the Sugar maple as heavily as can 
be concieved, and that this tree yeilds a sugar 
equal to the best from the cane, yeilds it in great 
quantity, with no other labor than what the 
women and girls can bestow, who attend to the 
drawing off and boiling the liquor, and the trees 
when skilfully tapped will last a great number 
of years, yet the ease with which we had 
formerly got cane sugar, had prevented our 
attending to this resource. Late difficulties in 
the sugar trade have excited attention to our 
sugar trees, and it seems fully believed by 
judicious persons, that we can not only supply 
our own demand, but make for exportation. I 
will send you a sample of it if I can find a 
conveyance without passing it through the 
expensive one of the post. What a blessing to 
substitute a sugar which requires only the 
labour of children, for that which it is said 





















会（American Philosophical Society，以降 APS）
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の会報に発表した論文からも推察できる。ラッシュ












































It is reported from good authority, that accurate 
calculations have been made, by which it is 
ascertained beyond a doubt, that there are 
maple trees in the inhabited parts of the united 
states, more than sufficient, with careful 
attention, to produce sugar adequate to the 
consumption of its inhabitants…attention to 
our sugar orchards is essentially necessary to 
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  So many difficulties occurred in regard to 
my removing from this city to Philadelphia and 
personally establishing the paper, the hint of 
which you, Sir, in conjunction with Mr. Madison 
were pleased to mention to me in May last, that 
I had determined in my own mind not to 
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